5.9 RECORD LIAISON OFFICER

5.9.2 Duties

The Records Liaison Officer has ratification authority on Class G International Records, shall assist and advise FAI Members, Airsport Organisations (ASOs), Meet Officials, and claimants in preparing the correct documentation needed to file International Records; advise and assist the Rules & Regulations Committee and the Plenary Meeting of desirable changes to the Sporting Code Section 5 with respect to International Records; and be responsible for content management with respect to the IPC Records Search webpage. Certain procedures with respect to these duties are outlined in Sporting Code Section 5.

The ratification is open to appeal to the “IPC records appeal board”, as per GS 7.10.2. This appeal board has the authority to investigate and make recommendations in the event of an appeal, either someone challenging the ratified record (within the 90 day appeal period) or appealing the rejection of their record. The appeal board consists of three persons appointed by the IPC president, one person from the pertinent competitive discipline (if applicable), and two from the R&R committee.

{Addition to the record authority, so an appeal is possible.}